Intellectual Disability: promoting personal hygiene in children

Parents/carers play a significant role in supporting their children’s hygiene habits. You may help your child understand the importance of hygiene by teaching and demonstration.

Children and hygiene
As your child grows and learns new skills, you can expect that they will become increasingly independent with their hygiene habits such as brushing their teeth.

Intellectual disability and hygiene skills
So, how might intellectual disability affect a child’s ability to learn personal hygiene habits? Intellectual disability is likely to mean your child could have problems:

- Learning new behaviours and skills
- Knowing when and how to carry out specific hygiene activities
- Working out what to do when they come across a problem.

Children with intellectual disability are more likely to need extra support to develop hygiene habits. The support needs of a child will vary depending on the nature of their disability and the environment. While some children will need no help, others may need a little and others more. It is important to have realistic expectations and consider what supports will help your child to develop independence. The next few pages will outline some helpful tips for teaching your child hygiene skills.

Tips for teaching personal hygiene in young children

Make It fun
You can help your child to see personal hygiene as less of a chore by making it more appealing to them. For example, brightly coloured toothpaste with sparkles, a toothbrush in your child’s favourite colour or decorated with their favourite cartoon character can add to the fun of bathroom routines. Scents, vivid colours and fun shapes can add excitement to soaps. Bubble bath, fizzy bath balls or perhaps a drop or two of essential oil can make bath time just that bit more special.

Set a good example
Actions speak louder than words. Children often look up to their parents and follow their example. Help reinforce learning by describing what you are doing while doing it, for example, ‘I’m brushing my teeth. Look, squeeze the paste on like this’.
**Time matters**

Try to teach your child the appropriate length of time for each hygiene activity. Sometimes singing a song, playing a song or using a kitchen timer can help children know when time is up.

**Keep it in mind**

You can remind your child how important it is to practice hygiene habits such as washing their hands to wash away the germs.

**Learning a new activity**

Each of us has a preferred learning style. Some children prefer to learn by listening, others by seeing or doing. Some may benefit from pictures of ‘washing hands’ above the sink, others may find a song or a rhyme more helpful. For best results when teaching your child new skills, consider tailoring your methods to their learning style.

**Readiness**

Start teaching a new activity when your child seems ready. This means they can:

- Understand what they are to do: for example when brushing teeth, your child understands that the goal of the activity is to clean their teeth.
- Be aware of the steps involved, for example, get toothpaste and toothbrush.
- Be physically capable of doing the task, for example, able to hold the items and squeeze the paste onto the brush.
- Use hand-eye coordination, for example, hold the paste above the brush and see that the brush is correctly aligned. Direct hand movements to adjust the position of the brush or paste as needed.

**Step-by-step**

Sometimes breaking a task into small steps and teaching one step at a time can make it easier for your child to learn the whole activity. For example:

- Get the toothbrush and paste
- Stand at the sink in front of the mirror
- Squeeze paste on brush
- Brush in circles all around your teeth until the song finishes
- Fill your mouth with water, swish it around and spit it out.

**Backward chaining**

‘Backward chaining’ is a technique you can use to help your child learn a new skill. It means teaching in reverse order. Take your child through the first steps of the task and begin teaching at the point where the last step begins (For example, when teaching brushing teeth, the first step for the child to learn would be: ‘fill your mouth with water, swish it around and spit it out’). The child then completes this final step. The process continues over time as you complete one less step and your child does one more until they can do the whole task on their own. Backward chaining means the child receives instant success, which increases their motivation and confidence.
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Patience and praise
Patience is very important. Your child may make mistakes and take a while to do the activity. You may find it difficult to watch your child struggle with a task that would take you only a minute, but it is necessary and well worth the time.

Give praise for small steps—this helps your child to know that their efforts are seen, appreciated and recognised, and that you are proud of their successes.

Routine
Personal hygiene activities such as showering are typically part of a daily routine.

Schedules
Schedules can be used to help provide structure to routines. A written schedule may help your child understand and remember the planned activities.

Choosing equipment and items
While many children will find standard items easy to use, others may need changes (For example, some children may need a step stool to help them reach the washbasin and some may find that a toothbrush with a wider handle is easier to hold and use than a standard toothbrush).
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